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Administration 'clarifies' absence policy
Veteran legislators begin reading the fine
print whenever a colleague stands up on the
chamber floor to urge passage of 'a simple
housekeeping amendment." Tucked away
in the middle of those "simple housekeeping
amendments,'' all too often are provisions
that would make major changes in state law
or policy.
The William Mitchell administration
should run for the legislature. It shows a
real flair for carrying on that time-honored,
if somewhat dubious, tradition. _
Students who read through th~ first few
issues of The Docket know what we mean.
Buried away among the routine notices was
a line declaring that "absence from three
class ~riods will be grounds for suspension
or explusion.'
What did that mean? The Docket didn't
say. But the administration told The Opinion that it meant ~xactly what it said -- and
didn't say. Three absences was the trigger-

ing number. Three in all. Not three from a
single class. And that number would be
"grounds" for action, but wouldn't
necessarily lead to action. Implied but not stated was that the absences must be
"unexcused."
Who decides whether the magic number
will aetually lead to suspension or expulsion
in a given case? The administration, using
heaven knows what eriteria.
And who decides what's excused and
what's unexcused? Right. The administration, again using the Star Chamber Rules of
Procedure.
But isn't that a big departure from past
practice? Not at all, says the administration: We're just codifying the unwritten
l)Olicy that existed under previous
administrations.
In the Heidenreich administration,
however, the school started woFryi:ng about
students attendanc-e after they d missed 15-
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percent of their classes. Under the Burton
administration, the figure was 20 percent.
And the "codification"? For a student
carrying 12 credits, three absences would
be about 3 percent. For someone with a
IO-credit load, it would be 4 percent.
Some codification.
It's bad enough that the administration
thinks so little of Mitchell students that it
would promulgate.ca sweeping change in the
attendance policy without n9tice, m.ucb le§S
consultation. It's worse that the administration would provide no guidelines for enforcement of the policy, leaving the door
open f<>r arbitrary, seleetive action.
But please. Don' t ask us tQ believe that a
3- or 4-percent absence limit is the same as
a 15- or 20-percent limit.
We may only be students. But we can
count -- even when all that's at stake is a
"simple housekeeping amendment. "-G .M.

Mitchell policy ·
would turn stud nts
The iss1_,e is :x . oot 'lOW. since maintenance
.-o~i;ers at 'i\ illiarn ~v1itcnell have settled a
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o etheJess ··e pr- t ·t the arlministration· announcemen 011 he eve of~ m. e 1tial strike bv lhe mainf~JJance wo. Ker . hat
any student honoring the striker's picket
line would have an unexcused absence.
Using the coercive power of the school's
attendance policy the administration
sought to prevent students from following
their convictions and consciences. By so doing, the administration sought to preclude
any effective picketing by the maintenance
workers. Thus the adminstration would
deprive a group of workers from using the
only means it bad to overcome an
employer's economic advantage and to further its collective-bargaining goals.
(That-might beJegal. But morally, it's an
unfair labor practice.) -G.M.
J

Celebration - and congratulations
William Mitchell's child care center is attracting national attention - and deservedly
so. It'~ a unique enterprise: a child care
center organized by student initiative,
operating thro~ the evening to enable
pal'ents t-0 attend an evening law s~ool
without compromising the well-being of
their children.
On Oct. 8, a distinguished group of wellwishers will help the center c~lebrate its
opening at a Child Care Cdebration. The
event is appropriately named. Successful
stud~t efforts; broadened opportunities for
parents; a healthy, happy environment for
chil~n - all that is a cause for celebration.
Congratulations to students who helped

get the center off the ground. Congratulations - and thanks -- to alumni and
members of the legal and judicial community whose support helped make the
center a reality.
A.nd congratulations, most of all, to thirdyear student Joan Lucas, who conceived the
idea and worked hardest of all to make it
work. Lucas would be the first to protest
that credit must be shared by many
students, alumni and friends. That's true.
But all those who became involved know
that without Lucas there would be no credit
to share, for there would be no accomplishment.
Thanks, Joan. Well done. -G.M.

Deans duck space problem
Space at William Mitchell is admittedly
limited. Few would deny that many faculty
offices were cramped prior to the renovations this summer.
While the space shuffle remedied (and
probably overcompensated for) much_ of
that problem., it did nothing to draw
together students and the adminstration.
The deans took a firm stand. No more
room could be made available for non-

credit student organizations. Once that was
decided, they tried to wash their hands of
the mess, by dropping it in the lap of ·the
S.B.A. "You ·decide how to allocate
available space '' they said.
Pitting allies against each other is a common tactic when trying to shift the focus
away from your own failings. If the S.B.A.
is smart, fhe group will find a way to shift
the focus back to where it belongs. -C.F.
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Top of the News
Three absences will be grounds for suspension
Chuck Friedman
"Absence from three class
periods will be grounds for
suspension or expulsion ... "
That is copy of a regulation
appearing since- the beginning of
the school year .in The Docket,
weekly announcements coming
from the administrative office at
William MitcbP.ll College of Law.
Lest there be any confusion, ~
three class periods do not refer,
for example, to three classes of
Criminal Law. According to
Associate Dean Melvin Goldberg,
it could mean an absence from
one class of Criminal Law, one of
Pro_per:ty and one of Civil
Procedure.
Beason Ior policy.
Goldberg said that the current
policy was written to codify an
unwri.4en policy that existed

a

under previous administrations.
Under both the Heidenreich and
Burton administrations howevtr,
a percentage figure was the basis
for notifiea6on to a student for
class absences. That figure was
15 perceat when he was dean,
said Prof. Douglas Heidenreich.
Itwas 20 percent for a particular
class, or 20 percent for all
classes, under the :Burton administration, according to Prof.
Curt Stine, who was an assistant
dean under Burton.
Five faculty members who
taught W1dei aJJ three administrations were randonily
asked to state for The Opinion
what their interpretation of the ·
absence policy was. Four said
that they thought students wer.e
to be notified on the third absence
from a particular class: one o!

those thought that -action was
taken only when there were three
"unexcused" absences. Another
indicated uncertainty, saying
that he turned in his roll list after
every class, but left the implementation of any policy up to
the administration.
Eight .students interviewed all
thought that the previou.s poliey
was notification for three
absences from a particular class.
· Some instructors have implemented attendance policies
within their own classrooms.
Heidenreich had such a policy in
Commercial Transactions: The
policy was that five points were
deducted from a grade for each
absence or for being unprepared
beyond two occurrences. "The
purpose was to encaurage
preparedness for class." said

Renovation leaves space tight
Floor space was reallocated on
the William Mitchell campus this
summer, primarily to create
more offices for additional faculty members.
The greatest change took place
on the third-floor north wing,
where one student study room
and two law review rooms were
converted into nine offices.
New faculty members accounted for four of the additional
offices. The remaining offices
were aesignated for law review,
secretarial and research space,
and
conference-interviewing
rooms.
The law review moved to the
west wing of the third floor into a
room which previously had been
used .fur classes and trial exercises. The move resulted in a net
increase in floor space for the
law
review,
accon:iing
to
Associate Dean Robert Oliphant.
Student space was picked up by
placing carrels in Room 202, an
area previously used for videotape exercises and review. One

room in the L.E .C. basement, used for legal education programs,
now doubles as a classroom for
Mitchell students.
Cost of the renovation, including painting. office furniture
and construction, totalled approximately $35,000. .Acc_ordingto
Oliphant., lhe out1a_y fut: lhese expenses came from capital funds
accrued in past years and " not
from tuition dollars."
An additional $7,500 was spent
to paint and refinish the adminstrative assistants' office
area and to paint other .ar-eas of
the building. This expenditure
was made from lhe budgeted
capital account.
None of the additional office
space was designated for_~ _by
non-credit student orgar>.izations.
Four such organizations · are
seeking space on the Mitchell
campus. They include BALSA,
the Environmental Law Society,
MPIRG and the Mitchell chapter
of the Minnesota Trfal Lawyers
Association.

Letters to the Editor

The non-credit organizations
with space on camp~ include the
student bar Association. The Opinion, and the . Law Student
Division. Associate Dean Melvin
Goldberg sajd that it was impossible to provide more space
for the non-credit or ganizations.
"The S.B.A. will have to decide
how to allocate space for these
organizations from rooms currently available." said Goldberg.
S.B.A. President Jim Martinson said tha-t the matter will be
discussed at the next meeting of
the board, scheduled for Oct. 8. ·

Heidenreich,
who
uses
a
problem-solving approach in his
class.
Be dropped the policy in the
spring .1981 sem~ter. "Students
didn't like it and it wasn't worth
the antagonism,' ' he said. He did
not noti~ any more absences
after the changein policy, though
he said that might be attributed
to the£act that students assumed
the policy was in effect because
they had heard about it before
coming to the class.
Implementation of policy
Under the current policy, what
js the likelihood that .s ~pension
or expulsion would occur if a student were to miss three classes?
It would depend upon the reason,
according to Gold.berg.
'Our intention is not to be
punitive, " said. Goldberg. "If a
student is missing class, we want
to know the reas_on. There may be
something we (the administration) can do to help. '
When three absences occur, it
is possible that a letter will be
sent to students asking them to
speak with someone in the administrativ e office. The purpose
for this communication is to inquire about the absences and to
discuss any problems the s tudent
might be- facing. Whether
absences are excused is a matter
within the discretion of the
administration.
Goldberg refused to comment
on any specifics which might
result in disciplinary action.
Even valid excuses may not protect the student who misses too
many classes. "You cannot learn

William Mitchell because of class
absences. "It was an extreme
case," said Shirley O'NeillStephans, records coordinator at
Mitchell. The student had missed
two months of class without notifying the school A registered letter was sent to the student, but no
response Was ever received, and
the student never returned for
registration.
.
· O'Neill-Stephans said that,
while the absence policy is
des1.gned particularly to monitor
the progress ·of first-year
students who may be suffering
from academic and emotional
stress, the most absences occur
among third- and fourth-year
students. "'Usually a student
selectively misses one class while
regularly attending the others."
Last spring, one -student was
not allowed to take the final examination in Negotiable Instruments for having missed
seven
classes.
The
administrative office heard no formal complaint from the student.
He was not prevented from taking other final examinations, and
he did register for classes this
semester.
Increased surveillance
Because of lack of administrative assistance, notificaContinued on page 10.

New contract averts strike
Rich Ruvelson
A possible strike by William
Mitchell's four maintenance
employees was averted on Sept.
14, when the coll~e and the
maintenance worlrers- represented by a local Teamsters' ·af.,
filiate, agreed to a two-vear contract.
The
most
recent contract with the union expired on July 1.
During the first year of the new
contract the workers will receive

a 11)-percent across the board
wage increase and a 4.2-percent
increase in fringe benefits. In its
second year the contract calls for
an additional 9-percent wage
increase.
_According to Associate Dean
Rooer1 Oliphant, " We reached an
amicable agreement with the
union and everyone is better off
now that we've settled.
Prior to Monday's successful
.negotiating session an amicable

To the Editor:
"Important - Absence Policy - Absence from three
class periods will be grounds for suspension of expulsi-0n from ffie College.'
We have been told th-at this policy - ior students will be evenmorestrietly cenforced this year than it has
beeain the past.
May 1 suggest a ~tetl policy? l propose sanctions
for. faculty members who cancel a class. l can understand - perhaps - one cancellation per semester, with
good reason. However,] feel, as a student paying over
$3,000 per year tuition, thal the school owes us a policy
to keep class cancellations to a minimum .
Perhaps faculty members should be e~ted/required tQ submit written explanations to the dean,
detailing their reasons for cancellation. Perhaps faculty should be re.quired to provide a qualified substitute
whenever a cancellation is necessary. (This would
often be difficult, but the imposition might make the
cancelling of a class be taken Jes.s lightly.) Perhaps
faculty pay should be reduced ( ! ) (per each class missed) , or tenure jeopardized ( ! ! ) M. Mahood. third-year
student.

To the Editor.
Every member of the William Mitch~ Community
is affected by the way in which our limited funds are
spent.1 suggest that we save about $10 000 per year by
abolishing graduation ceremoJ}ies.
Aside from the financial drain that they create, these
anachronistic ceremonies cannot survive objective
scrutiny. Admittedly the appearance at the college of
outside speakers can be a good thing. A portion of the
$10,000 saved could be used to pay for a visiting-scholar
program, which would be of. greater value to the
students and faculty and would be cheaper than Pomp
and Circumstance twice a year.
.
If the student body were to endorse · the proposal
could the administration fail to adopt it? Doesn't it
make sense? Douglas R. Heidenreich, Professor of
Law.

if you are oot tllere," sai.d
Goldberg. -<•Even a student-who
e9uld pass a test without attending classes maynave missed the
most valued part of a law
education."
In the last three years only one
student was dismissed from

Settlement of a labor contract kept maintenance worker Ed
Maslowski on the job prior to AAI.,~ inspection.

agreement seemed unlikely. In a
memorandum to faculty and
staff, advising them of the
possibility of a strike, Dean Geoffrey Peters noted thata cleaning
contractor had been identified
who would provide services "at
an annual cost which is approximately $25,000 less than the current cost of employing the four
members of the maintenance
department." .
The Peters memorandum goes
on to state that substantial increases in the cost of keeping the
maintenance men could not be
justified and that the use of parttime student employees could effect substantial savings. .
Peters' memorandun:i made no
mention of duties not related to
cleaning that are perfo.rmed by
the maintenance men. Oliphant
said,
·'Four
permanent
employees give us something
that a cleaning service does not.
They do more than cleaning, .including minor painting, repairs
and furni~ _moving.'
Had the maintenance workers
gone on strike, the school's
visitors from the American
Association of Law School
(AALS) would have been greeted
upon their arrival at William Mitchell by pickets. Olip!iant insisted
that the AAI.S inspection was not
responsible for the settlement.
Students who would have
chosen not to cross picket lines
would have been subjected to the
school's attendance policy.
On a related . front, some
members
of
the
school's
secretarial staff are seeking to
force an election that would
determine whether they would be
represented
in
collective
bargaining by the Teamsters. A
specially scbedul.e d st¢£ meeting
was held on Sept. 10 to discuss
grievances with the administration. A plate of -miniatm:e cake
donuts was provided for each
secretary prior to the meeting.

Flexibility ·goal as day program expands
(;buck Friedman
When · William
Mitchell
established one section of. day
students, then Assistant Dean
Curtis Stine told The Opilifon that
the intent of the program "is to
provide the greatest amount of
flexibility for students, and not to
change Mitchell into a day law
school"
That was in 1978. In June of 1981
the first s«tion of day students
graduated from -William Mitchell. In.August of 1981 Mitchell
opened its doors for the ClllTent
·school year, this time with firstyear students enrolled in two da-y
sections. Aecerding to Associate
Dean Melvin ~ g , the
rea;;on for tfie second day section
is "to accomooate students with
flexible scheduling, and not to
make William Mitchell ~ day
schoo1."
While some alumni have ques~
ti,oned this addilion to the day

program, Dean Geoffrey Peters
said that "the commitment of
Ylilliam Mitchell to an. evening
program bas not been changed."
According to Peters no .student
who bas been admitted to this
school will ever be denied the opportunity to attend evening
classes. H.e said tliat the tradition
of serving minority interests is
strong. "We have an obligation
historieally to provide a pub1ic
service, and that means we mast
maintain
a
full
evening
program.,,
':file move to a second day section was the result of an administrative SlIJ'Vey sent to prospective first-year students last
spring. According to Goldberg,
approximately 60 percent of
those surveyed indicated a
preference for day classes. In
May the Bo.µ-d of Trus_tees, with
the recommendation of the administration, approved the two
day .sections.

Alwnni responds
While the Alumni Association
neither endorsed nor refused to
endorse that decision, it did vote,
unanimously to submit a resolution to the Board of ~tees cautioning against any acts that
"would result in:
a. changing ~ character of
the school as a night law school gr
detract from i.ts role. OT
b. _providing more-emphasis on
dayfime class attendance, or

c.

detrac-ting

from

the

established
and
respected
reputation and function of the law
school in providing a high quality
night law school to its _students."
Mark Jacobso~ p~dent of·
the Alumni Association arid.a 1973
gr.ai:luate of the school, said that
many alumni have expressed a
concern about the second hy
section. "'They want to know if
Mitchell is going to become a day
school. Tbe intent of the resolution passed by the association
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was to prevent that from haIJReDing. "If it did, there would be a
serious problem with the alumni," said Jaco~on.
He is convinced, however, that
such a move is not the intention of
the present administration. "It is
important that Mitchell remain
flexible from year~ year," said
Jacobson. "That is part of the
tradition at Mitchell."
Some alumni say they fear that
the dive,rsity of the.student body
may beTedoeed by increasing the
number of day students. One
mark of that di"'iersity bas been
the number- of older students attending law classes at William
Mitchell. Among this year's firstyear ·students, 2.6. are age 30 or
ovei:: in the- two evening sections,
while 20 are 30 or over in the two
day sections. At the other end of
the spectrum.68 of the 152 evening
-Stud~ts are under the age of 25,
while lli of the 169 day students
areunder the age of 25.
According to Jacobson. the
older student is mor.e likely the
one who has workep before law
school and who is working liis
way through the ~t years.
"Employers.Jook favorab1y uwn
students wlle have Ji.ad to work
while getting their law education," said Jacobson. "Alumni
are also proud of that'fact."
Stine, who has taught Income
Tax to both day and e.vening
students, said he observed "no
more difference between day,and
evening sections than between
-any other sections which I have
taught."
Students switch sections
While slightly over half of the
.first-year class are day _stqdents,
day stuaents .number only -239 of
the total enrollment of 1165 at
William Mitchell. There are 70
second-year day students. That
section was reduced by 10 from
80, the number of first-year
students attending day classes
last year.
'While an incoming student
may see an advantage in ta.king
day classes in a full-time program,., said .Jacobson, "he or she
may see the. adv;uitage of clerking ih toe second or third year." ·
"The fact that students can
switch so easily from· one section
to another is what makes Mitchell so attractive," said Pet&s.
"Fo:r this reason, dectining
emollment will not affect Mitchell as it may. affect other law
schools."
The increased number of
students iri the day sections have
had a number of side effects.
While it meant increased tuition
dollars .for · the school. it also
meant that an additional full.ti.me instructor had to be hired,
beyond the number projected last
spring. According to Peters, that
was necessary to keep the
faculty.,student ratio at a stan-

dard that would meet the approval of the Ameti~ Association of Law Schools. The ratio is
computed differently for full.time students, required to carry
13 to 16 credits, imi:I part-time
students, required to earry 8 to 12
credits.
Peters said the increased
nmnber of day students, along
with the increased number of full~e faculty: has benefitted the
evening program as well. More
electives were scbeduled and
fewer were closed, according to
Peters, who estimated that the
number of .add-drops this
semester was reduced to one-third the level of previous
semesters.
Coordinating
organizational
meetings with. gay and ev~ning
students has been. accomj)lished
by most groups. For the law
review, day stu~ts are increasingly represented on the publication. Since candidates must be second .year students, the first time
day student:$ were eligihlefor the
staff was in 1979-80. That year
nine of the 33 staff members were
day students. Last year·13· ol 36
had come through the day gro-gram. The number of day canaidates for Volume 8 (1981-82) is
ten of 31.
The editorial board is mad~ up
of only third and fourth year
students, all of whom attend
evening classes. Of the 13 who
were on the editorial board last
year, four had come through the
day program. That r.wnber has
jumped to six of 13 this year.
Expansion possible
Does Peters see the continued
expansion of the day program?
While be said he does not expect
another day secl;ion to be addetl,
be did not rule out offering more
electives during the day.
"However no elective would be
offered during the day which was
not- also available to evening
students. We should offer as
much flexibility as the college is
capable of, without jeopardizing
the range of options to evening
students."
Another possible option f0,r
future-years, Peters says, is converting one .:if the day sections into a morning section. Both of the
present day sections begin at
12:30 p.m. H prospective students
indicated an interest, a day section could begin al 10:30 a.m., acc-0rding to Peters. He sees as an
added benefit that such scheduling might alleviate parking problems at William Mitchell.
-whatever changes may have
occured in the day program or
will occur in the future, Peters
said, "this school will always be
committed to an evening
program."
"We offer something not offered anywhere e~ in the Upper
Midwest,' said Goldberg.
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Women faculty. gain ground at Mitctlell
Jeanne Anderson

Discrimination against.women
law -professors is decreasing, according to a 1980 report by the
American Bar Association.
_ The study, using data from 10
law schools in the United States.
shows-that from 1973 to 1979 the
number of women professors
creasea from 6.9 to 12 percent.
_W illiam .Mitchell, with 13 percent women on its full~time faculty, is progressive ori this issue,
women professors here feel. Five
out of~ facnlty membe1.- at Mitchell are women. In January one
more woman will join the staff.
T~ University of Minnesota Law
School has two .full-time faculty
members, and Hamline Law
School has three women on the
full-time faculty .
"I think hiring practices are
generally' fair at Mitchell," .Prof.
Marcia Gelpe said. "The school is
quite interested in hiring more
women. When I went -to law
school there was only one woman
faculty member who was
visiting, and was only there for

m-

one year. I think it would have
helped ·me with my self-image if
there
were
more women
instructors."
Faculty member Christina
Kunz said, "I'm quite relieved to
be ·at a school where discrimination is not a problem. When Mitchell sent me to an .AALS gathering of women law faculty ; I g1>t
the impression that I was in one
of fue. best _positions out of the 60
people ,there - in fairness in
evaluations amj tenure, administrative attitud~ and support from.male faculty .''
A"greeing that Mitchell is not
discriminatory, Prof. Phebe
Haugen commented, "I think the
role of women law faculty is to
provide a different perspective.
·There are more women law
students now, and its good for
them to see other women as
professors."
ABA Survey
The ABA survey, "The Integration of Women Into Law
Faculties," disclosed that in the
years 1979-80, 20. 7 percent of the

Professor Marcia Gelpe answers student questions.

A research project is discussed between Professor Christina Kunz

and student assistant Nancy Quattlebaum.

This year's entering c ass

deans and administrators in law
teaching were-women. Other major findings in the report:
Tw~ix
percent
more
women than men reported dif.
ficulties in · the job-search
process.
The percentage of women applicants with gualifi.eations for
law teaching was similar to that
of men.
Women, on the average, had
more reguests for conference 'interviews than did men.
·
Nme out or the "top 10 ' schools
reported percentages Jess than
the national a verage of faculty
who were women during
1973-1979.

Women constituted approx.'imately a third of the JD
-graduates in 1978·79a·nd a third.of
Che " new hires'' on. law faculties
in 1979.
Past studies have shown that
women students themselves had
had a sex bias against women
professors. Neither professors
nor students interviewed at Mitchell saw this as an issue. Firstyear student Vici Beecroft said,
"I was hoping to haveiemale professors because law is so male
oriented."
"My initial reaction is that I love
to see it," first-year student
Janet Becker said.
Prof. Gelpe said, "Every once
in a while I wonder if my students
are reacting differently to me,
but I honestly don't think there's
a problem."
Male Response
Both the administration and
male faculty seem to be accepting their female colleagues.
"It becomes · ·e vident fairly
quickly bow important il is to
have people with different
perspectives to reflect and
discuss ideas with, ' said ·PcoL
David Prince. "I'm lucky enough
to have women as colleagues who
are interesting. They are more
stimulating than oilier faculty
members, but r m not sure its
because they are ·women.''
The chairman of the faculty appointments committee, Prof.
Mike Steenson, said that "the interviewing process is extremely
fair . We've come up with some
outstanding faculty. I've been
_pretty happy in terms of the
quality of our women faculty
members. ' '
Mitchell is actively- recruiting
women faculty, particularly
because of the increasing number
of women students, Dean Melvin
Goldberg said. ·'Mitchell has
always led the enrollment of
women faculty . I think its
because our flexible schedule
allows women to teach and do
other things as well."
."We make every effort to
recruit women, and the same
with respect to minorities. I like
to think we hire the best faculty,
and we affirmatively recruit
those people who have been traditionall. underrated in the legal
communitl.' he said.
, fitcheil· has come a long \·ay
since 1972. ,,·hen there were no
full-time "'· omen law _professors

Teaching Contracts, Criminal Law Problems and Tactics, and
Misdemeanor Clinic occupies the time of Professor Phebe Haugen.

Labor Law and Evidence Professor Christine Ver Ploeg sairl. "The
large numbers of women attending law school make teaching a
much dirfcrent, anrl probably more comfort~;hle. cxperien,·e than
in yc:irs ~one hy.''

claims djverse backgroun s
T
1981 entel"in cla. '- of
\\ il 1:im Mitehcil i. a diver e

tuden "·a~ p iti:cal science o1lr>w :cl respc Li~eJy •
EngU.. 1., busin • social • cien
oup.
Mal
u nornne.r fcmal~ and history.
Th~ stt:denl.S come from a
three lo I 1,•o The mean age is 25,
rar north as :\laska and a- far
v.ith the greatest number 01
south as Florida. The coasts are
students coming from the 22- and
represented by California and
23-year-old age group. Of lheJ21
his
members of the class. -!6 are age Massachusetts. One lis
hometown as Calabar, Nigeria.
30 or older: six of these are over
40.
'
although he received tri degree
-University of Minnesota con- from Utah State ·mversity.
ferred degrees on the gr-eatest . Although th etas has members
from Lq rates. 1S'i of the 32.l
number of first-year students 115. The second largest share. studen are froM Minnesota.A totaJ of nine minority
wiCh 2'1. camelrorn lhe Universis tudents, representing the black.
t_y -of Wisconsin. foUowed b.
Gustavus Adolphus, S1. Olaf. St. .Hispanic and Asian grouR-5, are
Thomas
a nd
SL
John's. enrolled.
The median LSAT score among
University.
The most popular under- first-year students is 578; while
the median grade point is 3.21.
gfaduate major for entering
~

•

Daily 11 a.m.~ 12 p.m .
. (sensatjo nal, Sunday, br~),.

498 SELBY AVE. 2Z7..bl01
( 1/4 miles west: of St. Paul Cathedral)
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Child Care:

Director of the WMCL Child Care Center Kris Rollwagen helps Andrew
Herzberg prepare for dinner.

Benjamin Alberty awaits the arrival of his mother who is attending classes at William Mitchell.

"Joey" is at home in Child Care Center
Katy Perry
"Come on in now, Joey. This is
really nice, just like your other
school. Let's see what toys they

have:"
Great Feluctance on Joey's
part. His feet drag as his parents
bring him in for his first hour of
day care at the William Mitchell
Child Care Center. As Joey's
parents sign in, he studies his
mother's skirt.
"Look Joey a sand box. And
big blocks_, and trucks; this
shoukJ really be fun.. '·

The center offers child care for
children up to five years old.
Located in the Park Baptist
Church at 118 N. Victoria, the
center is divided into four areas.
The first is an open, carpeted
area where the preschoolei:s can
do climbing activities and ride
whee1 toys. Other physical activi.ties .may include trip to a
nearby park.
The next area is a bright,
spacious room with toys for the
preschoolers. The sandbox is
there, and the blocks and trucks.

a

This room also has supplies for
art projects, and a "science"
area that includes a balance,
plants and information about
animals. There are records and
musical instruments and equipment for puUing on plays and
playing house.
The toddlers' room has colorful
toys and a table with tiny chairs.
It is bright and decorated with
lots of pictures - at knee height.
Like the. other rooms, · it's
carpeted, with plenty of room for
- uh - toddling. There are four
cribs in the infants' room.

regulations, the center· can accommodate four infants, seven
toddlers and 10 pre-schoolers.
Xris Rollwagen, directer of the
center, explained that she can
add staff and accommodate more
children as the need arises.
RolJwagen
is
assisted by
Lizabeth Hilligoss. who recently
completed the .nursery-school
certification progr:am at the
University of Minnesota. The
center currently serves children
through age five. Different
regulations must be met in order
to expand the program to include
Center activities
older children. RollwagenisplanChildren at the center par- ning to distribute a survey to
ticipate in a variety of a<:tivities, <let.ermine whether th.ere is a
including snack time, clean-up need for such expansion.
and sleep time. The activities are
Funding for the center consists
carefully coordinated with plann- primarily o[ private contribued group play, as well as time for tions and fees. Although the
the kids to choose their own ac- center is designed to be selftivities. For children who are at supporting, it isn't yet. and won't
the center during .their dinner- be at least until it is running at
time, the staff attempts to create capacity. Funding projects ina special atmosphere, just like clude solicitation of law fu:ms
dinner at home.
and alumni and the registration
According to state licensing drive. The center -welcomes dona-

tions of money, equipment, time
and ideas.
Center availability

The center is currently open
from 3 to 11 p.m . .Although expansion of the daytime hours has
been considered, Roilwagen emphasizes that the center has lx:en
established to serve the William
Mifchell comrilunity, and, like
the college, has a commitment to
an alternative program.
The center is on the route of the
security van. and th~ guard
checks in at the center periodically to see whether anyone needs a
ride. One hour of free day care is
offered for .first-time users.
The center is available to the
clilldren of faculty, stud~nts.
staff and alumni of the college.
Rollwagen said the first • alumni
child" registered earlier this
month. Al -present, space. is
available at all age levels, but
Rollwagen says that as the
semester progresses, "We have
more children every week."
The center shares its facilities

with Park Baptist Church in exchange for a reasonable rent. In
addition, the church reaps t:he
benefits of improvements made
in compliance with state licensing regulations. One such improvement is a recently installed
sprinkling system.
Rollwagen says the Mitchell
administration
has
been
supportive of the center in its
stages of development. There is
an opening for a student
representative on the Child Care
eom.mittee, and anyone interested is urged to call
!«ill vagea at the center. The
number is 293-0586.
Joey's parents have left.
"Hey, you w.anna see the sore
on my head? I'm four and a half.
These are new shoes. And you
know what? I have really strong
muscles. T can. lift up heavy
stuff. ,.
Joey takes Rollwagen's hand
as they go to the door to greet a
newcomer.

On the Cover
Benjamin Alberty is the son of Kristie
and Mark Alberty. Kristie is a firstyear student at William Mitchell.

The cover photo and photos on these
were taken by Opinion
phntograpber, Deborah Ellis.
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Toddlers always find time for sharing at the center.
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-A Celebration
Proposed center schedule
2:30-3:00 p.m.
3:00-4:15

4:15-4:30

4:30-5:00

5:00-5 ':20

6:20-6:30

6:30-7:00
7:00-8:00

7:30-8:00

8:00-8:30

8:00-11:00

Preparation Time. A staff member

prepares the environment for the ar·rival ,:if the children.
Arrival/Choice

Activity

Time:

Children are arriving throughout this
time. Each child and parent fs greeted
by a staff member as they arrive il.lld
sign in and pertinent information.is exchanged. A variety of materials a:ml activities are provided for individual and
group play.
c1e1m-..u p .Time. The chilm-en. are helped
by lhe staff to coqperatively dean up
the room ._and _prepare for snack wifh
toileting and hand washing.
Snack Time. In addition to serving a
nutritional snack and beverage,
teachers and children are given time
for enjoyable conversation and social ·
interaction.
Group Time. Group activities will be
available in interest centers such as
art, science, dramatic play and
manipulatives. A special emphasis will
be placed on providing large muscle
play experiences at this time.
Dinner Preparation. In addition to the
cleaning up, toileting and handwashing,
the- children will take an active role in
setting up for dinner time.
Dinner Time. During our "bag lunch"
mealtime, we hope to create a relaxed,
enjoyable atmosphere.
Quiet Choice Time. The children will
gear down for the evening with more individualized and smaller group activity. These will include stories, table-top
concept games, · small manipulatives
and 'playdough.
Toddler
Bedtime
Preparation.
Toileting, washing up and getting ready
for bed will be going on with an emphasis on individual attention.
Pre-school Bedtime Preparation. The
Pre-schoolers will take an active role in
their own bedtime preparations and
rituals.
Toddler Bedtime and,Departure.

Infants are the focal point of toddlers at the center, as Andrew Lucas Herzberg
play.s with Lisa J'asperSOJJ. Andrew is the son of Joan Lucas, a third-year student, anj Gary_Herzberg. Lisa is the-daugther of Sara and Rick J as person. Sara
is a third-year student, wfille Rick has graduated from William Mitchell.

Douglas will host
center celebration
Innovative because ft is one of Hayes, Symington, Martin and
only a few evening programs in Oppenheimer.
the Twin Cities, the Child Care
Other dignitaries scheduled to
Center may also be the first such host the Oct. 8 event include St.
service offered nationally in the Paul Mayor George Latimer;
l~al community.
Ronald Maddox, St. Paul City
Ther.efore, what was originally Council president a.no Cecile
scheduled to be a sm.:ll party to Peters, w_if~ o( William Mitchell
conclude the fund-raising drive Dean Geoffrey Peters. The
for the center bas turned into a celebration will beheldfrom 5 to
"Celebration" to be hosted on 8 p.m. at the University Club in
Oct. 8 by a number of prominent St. Paul. The public is invited to
individuals.
attend.
Among them is Cathy Douglas,
The WMCL Child Care Center
the widow of former U.S. may also attract national attenSupreme Court Justice William tion in magazines such as the
0. Deuglas . .Ms. Douglas agreed AB.A Journal. "The availability
to host the Child Care Celebration of child c,a:re, when added to
.because she was uextremely im- William Mitchell's evening propressed" with the concept of gram, adds up to a rar:,~r.r· ·ed
enabling students to acquire a tlmity, natiqnally, for
legal edti¢ation which might -students who face otherwise.
otherwise be denied them. Ms. overwhelming family restricDouglas is an associate in the tions," said J:oan Lucas, student
W;l,Shington D.C. firm 01 Leva, leader, of the center project.

Child Ca.re Advisory Board
Justice Douglas K . .Amdahl
Constance S. Otis
Marcia R. Gelpe
. Paul J :Marfno

Joan Helen Lucas
Cara Lee Neville
Ragnhild Anne Westby
Sarah E. Arendt
Connie G. Weinman
- ---..
Elizabeth Wade
Katie Collins

Betsy Holligoss, infant teacher, holds Benjamin White, son . of
Howard and Lauri White. Howard is a fourth-year student.

--------
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Mitchell cJa,ims second chief justice
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DISTINCTLY BRITISH:
THEFALMOUTH

J'LAN)'JEL SUIT
Your appearance is impeccably correct however
hectic your day may be.
This all-wool flannel vested
suit is distinctly British in
styling with tailoring that
meets your need for
comfort and classic good
looks .

$~

$24~
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For the last decade, William
Mitchell College of.Law has been
able to claim the dist,inction of being the alma mater of the chief
justice of the United States.
. Beginning Dec. 19, the college
can claim a double distinction:
Besides being the law school that
produced Chief Justice Warren
Burger, it will also be the alma
mater of the -new chief justice of
the Minnesota Supreme Court,
Douglas K. Amclah.l.
Amdahl, currently an associate
justice, was .naJQ.ed earlier this
year to succeed Chief Justice
Robert Sheran, who will return to
private practiee.
Amdahl's ties with Mitchell are
many. At the end of his firsl year
41 law school, b~ recalled recently, C. William Sykora, now a Hennepin County Municipal Court
judge, became the school's
registrar. Amdahl was named
assistant registrar and served in
lhat
capacity
until
his
graduation.
Upon his adm.issien to th~ bar,
Amdahl officially became fbe
registrar - and, unofficially, a lot
more. It was 'kind of a one-_man
office," he recalled, and he found
himself being a janitor, bookstore operator and accountant as
well as registering students. He
also taught some classes.
Amdahl was active in bringing
about the 1956 merger of the St.
Paul College of Law and the
Minneapolis-Minnesota College
of Law. which produced William
Mitchell_ On~ of tfle Otiginal
signatories of the William Mit-

1
1

I
I
1
I

I

I
I
I
II

.

Celebrate with us our 2nd Anniversary
•cne HQ sandwich tree
with each BBQ sandwich purchased

Good through lovember ts, ISBI with ad

I
I
I
II

·--------------------·
THIS 11ME. "THEY'RE &OINcr TO SEE
TH£ NEW Loo:>HO.LE ~SITER m

BR1ERN6: CASES, OJTLINJNG THE
MATERIAl.B, IAK\N& c.oPIOU'S NOrES.
l'LL 5HOW 'EM. COME OJ PROF
BlEAKACRE, LET ME HAVE. IT.

chell articles of incorporation,
Amdahl helped raise runds to acquire the building near St.
Thomas College that the law
school occupied through 1976.

The chief justice-designate is a
member of the William Mitchell
corporation and secretary of the
board of trustees. He has been a
trustee for many years.

Douglas K. Amdahl was recently named Chief Justice of the Minnesota Supreme Court.

The Opinion is no longer subsidized by
the college. We depend on S.B.A.
support. We also depend on our advertisers. So do you ~ for an independent
newspaper reflecting the concerns of the
William Mitchell community.
Please help us serve you. When you
patronize our advertisers, tell them that
you're a Mitchell student - and that you
saw their ads in The Opinion.

Deadline
Next Issue
October 25
National honors
for newspapers
go to Opinion
The Opinion won the top award
this summer in the 1981
American Bar Association/Law
Student Division Newspaper
Competition. The award was for
best "Entire Newspaper, Reporting Over the Year. " Editor of
last year's Opinion was Rieb
Ruvelson. Associate editors included Peg Kaiser, George McCormick and Chuck Friedman.
For purposes of the competition, law schools are divided into
Class A and Class B. The opinion
was evaluated in the Class B division, for law schools of over 700
enrollment. The University- of
Michigan
newspaper. · Res
Gestate, was named runner-up in
the Class B competition. <Class A
schools are smaller 1.
Among other Class B schools
competing

\':er e

Geor ger.own.

Harvard , Boston u ni versity and
the Univers it._, of Texas . ·
The Opiriion also took top
honors for the best ··Feature Article on Internal Law School Affairs" and the best "Feature Article on Substantive Law.' ' Both
articles were written by Friedman, the current editor of The
Opinion. The 'first article concerned alternatives available to
students coping with the anxiety
of law school. The second dealt
with application of the maritalrape statute in Minnesota courts.
Announcement of the awards
was made at the annual ABA convention in New Orleans August 6
through 12.
Other regular contributors to
last year's Opinion included Deb
Ellis, Bob Birnbaum, Deb Roch,
Brad Johnson, Peter-Dahlen, KatyPerry and Mark Cosimini .

.... .. . .
.. . -
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Changes spur interest in student loans
Michele DiEuliis
Last school year 66 percent of

all William Mitchell students did
it. This year 71 percent have done
it and many more are expected to
do it. Do what? Apply for a
Guaranteed Student Loan.
The increase in applications
may be the result of increased
need during a period of economic
uncertainty. But according to
Davis Shryer in the financial aid
office, it is more likely that "fear
of Reagan budget cuts directly
affecting student loan programs
is the cause."
·
Responsible for several costcutting measures for
the
Guaranteed Student Loan Program (GSL:E>) is the Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act signed
Aug. · 13. Major changes promulgated by the act are aimed at
reducing the number of eligible
borrowers by requiring higherincome students to demonstrate a
need for funds and by shifting
more of the cost of the program to
its users.
Currently, the Guaranteed Student Loan Program provides
loans to law students in amounts
up to $5,000 a year. Borrowers
pay interest at an annual rate of 7
percent, except for those who applied after Jan. 1, 1981, and who
do not . have an outstanding
balance on a previous student
loan. Borrowers in this category
pay an annual rate of 9 percent.

participation in the program.
Current
total
government
payments amount, to the lender,
to 19 percent for each GSL
granted.
Program changes

.

In an effort to reduce these
costs, Congress has made a
number of changes to the
Guaranteed
Student
Loan
Program.
To reduce the government's interest expense on subsidized student loans, lenders are required
to deduct a 5-percent "origination
fee" from loan proceeds on all
guaranteed loans for which a promissory note was sent to the borrower for signature after Aug. 23.
Lenders will be required to
reduce the total amount of in-

terest and special allowance
from the Department .of Education by the amount of the origination fee, whether or not the lender
actually collects the fee from the
borrower.
Perhaps the most crucial
change in the GSLP is the
eligibility requirement for interest benefits. Since 1978 all
students have qualified for
benefits regardless of family income. For all loan forms completed by the educational institution on or after Oct. 1 of this year,
only those student with a family
adjusted income of $30,000 or less
will automatically quality for
federal loans. Students with a
family adjusted gross income
greater than $30,000 may still be

eligible, but must submit to a rules and regulafions -promise&~
"need" test. Need, to be assessed d ~ costs more narrowJy,
by the school, will take into ac- ther-eby reducing in some incount such factors as cost of stances the, ceiling amount of a
eiducaµon, expected family con- GSL.
tri.butions and estimated alterThe new law requires Social
native forms
of financial Security benefits and veteran's
assistance.
benefits to be included in the borCriteria for determining the rower's estimated financial
ceiling amount of a GSL is based assistance.
on the "estimated cost of attenThe minimum annual repaydance.'' A 1978 Education mentprovi:sion has been increasAmendment had defined this to ed from $360 to $600, although the
include the costs of tuition, books, a.ct permits the borrower androom and board, transportation lender to agree to a lesser
and miscellaneous personal ex- - amount.
·
penses. Although the exact
Further infonpation on the
change in definition of estimated GSLP may be obtained from
cost of attendance has yet to be Margaret Riehm, placeipent-and
promulgated. the modification of ·financial aid diredor, or Davis
the Department of Education's Shryer in the financial aid office.

Loan repayment

Loans are repayable over · a
period not to exceed -10 years
from the start of the repayment
period, with a minimum annual
repayment obligation of $360.
Generally, grace periods for
7-percent borrowers may be nine
to 11 -months, while the grace
period for 9-percent interest borrowers is reduced to six months.
The present system provides
for loans to be· granted by ·commercial lenders - banks and savings and loan associations - and
by a state-wide loan program. A
guarantee agency or non-profit
corporation
guarantees
the
lender that it will repay up to 100
percent of all outstanding ·principal and accrued interest for
every eligible GSL in the state.
The federal government then
reinsures loans guaranteed; by
the guarantee agency, with the
percentage reinsured varying in
accordance with the annual
default rate.
The
federal
government,
therefore, pays both the interest
forgiven the borrower while in
school and a special allowance to
the lender as an incentive for its

ce
TO LEARN THE LAW

WMCL f acuity
grows by four
as yea.r opens
Four new professors have joined the William Mitchell faculty
this year .
. Professor Clifford Greene will
be teaching legal writing and
torts. Greene received his J.D.
degree from Cornell University
Law School and came here from
the Popham, Haik law firm in
Minneapolis.
.
Prof. Roland C. Amundson will
be teaching civil procedure and
real estate. He received his J .D.
at Notre Dame Law School and
will be leaving his senior partnership in the Sachs, Latz,
Kirschbaum-and Amundson law
firm.
Prof. Thomas Kenyon will be
teaclting legal writing · and
copyright law. Kenyon received ·
his J .D. from Mitchell. He will be
leaving his post in the Minnesota
attorney general's office.
Prof. David Haynes will be
visiting William Mitchell this
year from Case Western Reserve
Law School. He received his J.D.
· from Yale and will be teaching
taxation and property.

TO PASS THE BAR.
,,

TtfE.IOSPEHSON CENTER FOR CAEATNE ~OUCATIONAl SERVICES ICES! and JOSEPHSON .BAR REVIEW CENTER OF AMERICA, INC.111RCI
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Trial program wins top honors
William
Mitchell's
trial·
advocacy program won national
recognition - and a $10,000 cash
prize - in a competition sponsored by the American College of
_Trial Lawyers (ATCL) this
swnmer.
The program, designed and
taught by Profs. Roger Haydock
and John Sonsteng, was awarded
the organization's Emil Gwnpert
Award, which is named after its
founder.
. The Gumpert award is not
presented annually, but only
when the ATCL deems an applicant to be. deserving of it. Win·
ners have .included _pn>grams at
such law schools as Harvard-,
Michigan and Stanford.
Mitchell's entry was submitted
two years ago. The ATCL then
reviewed not only the application, but also all material used in
the school's trial advocacy
classes.
In addition, an ATCL member,
St. Paul attorney Warren Hart,
personally evaluated the program, attending classes, listening to lessons and videotaped
materials and monitoring small-

group exercises and critiques.
(Hart died in a fire shortly
after making his evaluation and
recommending Mitchell for the
Gwnpert award, said Sonsteng.
His brother, attorney RC. Hart,
took his place to present the
award at the American Bar
Association convention this summer. Dean Geoffrey Peters accepted the awarq on Mitchell's
behalf.)
Trial-advocacy-or
trialskills-classes usually "have a
bread-and-butter connotation"
because they emphasize practical, "how-to-do-it" training
without much academic content,
said Sonsteng.
Mitchell's program, on the
other hand, was designed not only
to provide practical training in
conducting a trial, but also to tie
in disciplines studied in academic
classes, such as evidence and
rules of procedure. The Gumpert
award, Sonsteng said, recognized
that effort to maintain high
academic standards in a clinical
program.
Another basis for the award
was the program's success in

EVALUATION
EXPEQTI0E

maintaining uniform evaluation
standards while making use of
the experience of a variety of
practicing trail lawyers.
The $10,000 cash prize will be
used to buy word-processing
equipm_ent for use in the school's
cliajcal prograillS.

Program on
/

human se)(Uality
offered students
A one-day program on Human
Sexuality for William Mitchell
students will be held from 8:30
a .m. to 5 p.m., Oct. 10, at Hamm
Psychiatric Clinic, 919 B LaFond
Ave., St. Paul.
.
The forum will offer potential
lawyers an opportunity to address issues such as sexual
abuse, rape, incest, disability,
and homosexuality. Films on
modes of sexual functioning and
on rape and incest will be shown,
followed by group discussions led
by professional therapists.
Dean Melvin Goldberg and
Mary Claire Wahlberg, liaison to
Mitchell, developed the seminar.
"This program is similar to one
developed at the University of
Minnesota for medical students,"
Goldberg said. "When I was with
the law faculty there I went
through it, and felt that it was
worthwhile.
" I think its very important for
lawyers to be able to deal with
sexuality in a mature, adult
fashion . The program is designed
to get people to talk openly about
feelings and attitudes. It's a good
opportunity for enriched educational experience for law
students."
Registration
forms
are
available at the Communications
Center. The fee is $10. Early
registr-ation is encouraged.

Students!

John Sonsteng, one of the Trial Advocacy instructors at William
Mitchell, gives a lecture on the use of demonstrative evidence-.

Absence policy Continued from page 3.
tton to students has been spotty in and administrators of each
the.past. In a n effort to keep bet- school."
ter
surveillaiice
of, _ class
While he said thatmost schools
at >sences ~ person has been· use th.e broad Iangu_a-ge of
hired to work 10 hours a week "r egular and p1JI1C.tual" atten1llilDiro,;ing attendance sheets
dance, a number of schajls hav~
submi'tted by the facu1ty.
implemented
more s~ific
Letters 'Were sent to some standards.
·
s tudents.in September, according
The .codification of not.only lhis
to O' Neill-Stephans, " but usually rule, but many other academic
problems occurring this early in rules, is. aecording to Goldberg,
the semester are the result of an -attempt to clarify standards
class withdrawals where notifica- .for students. He said that the.
tion of withdrawaJ is not Academic Affairs Committee will
verified."
review all rules that the adGoJdberg said the attendance ministration is trying to codify.
policy of evening schools is close-. The committee may make
Jy monitored by the Amerie.an · recommendations for changes in
Bar Association. William Mit- those academic:rules.
chell will be reviewed for cerProf. Bernie Becker is chairtification by the A.B.A. next year. man of the Academic Affairs
Rule 305 of the A.B.A. Code re- Committee. Student represenquires " regular and pllllctual at- tatives on the committee are
tendance," language .identical to Katherine Engler and Jennifer
that written in the William Mit- Peterson. Goldberg sru.(l that
clteII Bulletin. J ames White. a students who are concerned
consultant of legal education to a bout the a ttendance PQlicy
the A.B.A .. said that 'implemen- .should make their views known
tatiQn of the rule is lefl lo the goo(! through the student members of
judgment of the various faculty the committee.

Staff!

Professors!

Administrators!

The WMCL STUDENT BAR ASSOCIATION
presents
the ·
IN DETERMINING THE VALUE OF
CLOSED CORPORATION SECURITIES
To Help Solve Problems Of:
Estate & Gift Tax Litigation
Property Settlements
License Agreements
Patent Assets
Mergers ~ Acquisitions
Dh,orce Settlements
Conflicts of l nterest
Profit-Sharing Plan Valuations
ESOTS
Buy/Sell Agreements
Stock Options
Going "Private"
Capitalization Restructuring

William Mitchell

FALL BLAST
otthe

Prom Center
1190-universi-ty-Avenue
Sat. Oct. 3 ~ 8 p.m. - ld.m.
Free Admission
Live Music by Matters of Fact
Cash Bar

HAWTHORNE, TAYLOR & CO.
-C ORPORATE FINANCIAL CONSULT ANTS
913 TWl::LVE OAKS <.:t:NTER
WA'VZATA, MN 55391
(612) 473-1404

No unexcused absences will be permitted!
'

LOGAN & STYRBICKI

'

Video - Depositions • Certified Gourt Reporters • Computer Transcripts
Vern J. Logan
Leo J. Styrbicki
John E. Styrbicki
Teresa M. Schafer

Bernard A. lifja
Gerald D. Schissler
Glenn J. Mar.es
William D. Devahl

Patricia K. Carl
Robert W. Walsh
_John A. Dunton
Denae L. Hovland

(Hearing Rooms Available In St. Paul and Minneapolis)'

W•858 Ffrst National Bank Bldg.

(812) 291-1095

AALS evaluation team
reconsiders Mitchell's bid
William Mitchell has made its
bid for membership in the
Association of American Law
Schools. (AALS) again this year.
A team of four inspected the law
school on Sept. 17, 18 and 19. Based on its inspection, the team will
make a recommendation to the
AALS accreditation committee
for its consideration in an early
November meeting.
On Sept. 17 an open meeting
was scheduled, giving students
an opportunity to meet w:ith the
inspectors of the lounge. Class
visitations· were made on both
Sept. 17 and 18. The itinerary also
included tours of the school
facilities and Legal Education
Center, as well as meetings and
receptions
with
the
administrators, trustrees, faculty,

alumni and student leaders of
organizations.
The inspection team includes
Dean Gordon Gee, College of
Law, West Virginia University;
Dean John Kramer, Georgetown
University Law Center; Prof.
Gary Palm, Law School, University of Chicago, and Prof. Millard
Ruud, School of Law, University
of Texas.
Willliun Mitchell began application for AALS membef$ip
in 1978. Despite a r ecommendation by the inspection team that
the college be accepted, the
AALS accreditation committee
'rejected the a11plica:tion in '1979.
Membership was again denied
in January 1981, when AAUi
withheid i ts final approval pending a return by an inspection
teain this fall.

Four members of the AALS inspection team discuss student concerns with Doris McKinnis and Rieb
Ruvelson.

Miles Lord offers students
observations on law and life
Miles Lord, recently named the
outstanding federal trial judge by
the American Trial Lawyers
Associa tion {ATLA), spoke at
William Mitchell last month.
JuiigeLord worked.as an assist.ant U.S. attorney, became Minnesota Attorney General six
years out of law school and was
named to the federal bench in

On Ronald Reagan:
"A
jerk.... "
On Reagan's budget c.utsin th'e
schoal lunch pr ogram; " Can you
imagine those little bastards
wallowing in cookies and milk
wbile we ·don t have bombs?"

1966.

Sponsored by the William Mitchel] Chapter of ATLA. Lord's
speech was liberally sprinkled
with colorful quotes.
On

the

Moral

:\1ajorily:

"Th•y're L'razy.. l le1 the gays
have a little party down on Hennepin A\'enue. I was hoping
Reverend Falweli would come to
town. I \vould've subpoenaed
him. \Vhat would Falwell say
when Lord criticized him?"
On corporations: "There is no
environmental ethic, there is little private elhic, and there is no
control over the people who control 85 percent of the gross national product. Reagan said,
'Coal has a right to be mined.'
Coal is now a person. Coal has
rights. And I'll defend them
Qecause they're black.. ...If , you
want to pollute, pillage and poision incorporate."

r=
On legal 11recedents: ·'Law
schools teach it and they worship
it. They feed that tablet to you
and they want you to swallow it.
They are final and they are right.
The reason they are right is
because they are final. They are
not final because they are right."
On the lawyer's obligation:
" You're part of an organization
called mankind. You must look at
the country for the good of the
people or there'll be nothing left
for any oi us."

Mitchell students reactivate
national legal fraternity
.Delta Th.eta Phi, a national
legal _fraternity for men and
women, was reactivated this
summer at William Mitchell. The
group has been holding informational meetings since the school
year began.
Kevin Keane, acting dean of
l:he fraternity, said, " The enthusiasm for the fraternity is
more than any o( us imagined. "
Th~ group has outlined four
goals: :providing service to the_
school, _p roviding academic support to members, providing a.
balanced professional program
and providing social activities.
Two activities have already
been scheduled_ On Oct. 23 and 24
a number of the members will attempt to run across the state of

Minnesota . The purpose of the
run is to highlight William Mitchell's annual "Partners in Progress?' fund-raising drive. Luke
Seifert and George Leone. coordinators of the.project, said, " We
have several runners, a route
chosen, and we're ready to nm. "
Oo Oct. 9, a -party aboatd a
Mississippi riverboat is scheduled with the Delta Theta Phi
.Senate at the University of Minnesota -and the alumni from the
fraternity at eaeh s~ool
'I'he Ramsey Senate of the
Delta Theta Phi was originally
chartered at William Mitchell in
1910. Since 1962 the group has
been i nactive. Locally the fraternity has over 1,000 members, Nationally, membership in the
fra ternity numbers 70,000.

nnting (omp
(DIVISION OF TYPOGRAPHIC ARTS, -INC.)

316 CHICAGO AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS, M.N 55415
(612) 33&5078 ·
Law Brief Printing·special.ists
APPROVED PRINTERS OF BRIEFS FOR THE UNITED STATES
COURT OF APPEALS, EIGHTH CIACUIT

O'CONNELL-'S
..,/'

~

Grand Avenue's favorite_fil?~~- fpr_fine-food:Spirits and nightty entertainment.
Bz1l & Steve O'Connell invlte-ytJ_u___~o stop £n _t!J,.roughout -lhe-Jall and enjoy their g~eat enterta£nment line-up.
.,....

Every Monday

David Cahalan

.,

_656
---- -Grand-Avenue• 226-2522

Every Tuesday

Dan Perry

And for good reasons . ..

regular summer course begins in the
College of St. Thomas Learning Center.

1. Outstanding Lecturers - Our
faculty is made up of bar review
experts and includes some of the top ·
law professors in the country, such as ·. ·.
Irving Younger, David Epstein, and

9. Tuition Freeze - A $50.00 course
deposit freezes your tuition at the
current levet regardless of when you
plan on taking the MBR/BRI course.
The deposit also entitles you to the use
of a set of MBR/BRI outlines, which can
then be traded in on the most current
·set when you take the review course.

John Nowak. ·
2. Comprehensive Outlines.- Every ·
area tested on the bar exam is covered
completely, in a concise and .
understandable format.

10. Selected Law Lectures Throughout the year, MBR/BRI· offers
videotaped presentations to help you
prepare for final exams. Admission is
free to all ,MBR/BRI students.

3. Directed Testing Program -· Our
multistate and essay testing program
includes weekly practice sessions and
simulated multistate and essay
examinations. The essay exams will be
critiqued by former Minnesota Bar
Exam graders.

11. $25.00 Discount on the
Professional R~ponsibility Review
Course - All MBR/BRI students
receive a $25.00 discount when signing
up for our Professional Responsibility
Review Course.

The two
day Mini-Review program is held at
the end of the regular course. It
includes capsulized multistate outlines ·
and additional lectures on each ·
multistate subject for last minute
reinforcemen

4. Mini-Review Program -

1
••

whichever you find most · convenient.

5~ Writing Seminars - Our Writing
Program, run by former Minnesota
Bar Exam graders, focuses on issue
spotting and exam taking techniques
and includes the opportunity for
personal interviews with the graders.

7. Excellent Facilities and Convenient
Location - The 1982 MBR/BRI
course will again· be held at the
Colleg~ of St. Thomas, O'Shaughnessy
Educational Center, the same location
we have had · for the past nine years.

6. Day or Evening Gasses·. During
our summer course you have the
option. of attending live evening or
videotaped morning lectures,

8. F.arly Bird Program - Audiotape
lectures on all areas tested on .the bar
exam will be available before the

12. Early Registration Discount Discounts are available for both winter
and summer 1982 courses. Sign up
now and save $50.00 off the regular
course tuition!
13. Minneapolis Based Office - Our
Minneapolis headquarters is open every
business day to serve you. With MBR/BRI,
you will get answers, not recordings.

Now you know why, year after
year, Minnesota Bar Review /BRI,
Inc. is the number one choice for
bar exam preparation.

For more information, contact the following _
campus representatives or call our ~ffice at 338-1977.
Robert Birnbaum
Joan Lucas

George McCormick
Bonriie Roberts

Rich Ruvelson
Susan Sanger

Steven Vodonik
Sue Voigt

Minnesota
Bar Review/SRI, Inc.

lVIBR/BRI .. . the leader in bar review.

